1. Page 18, Step 3: Add, “is a subset of” after [Media Access Control].
2. Page 21, Step 3: Remove the “cd”.
3. Page 27: Change last sentence to read, “…although doing so may prevent the LDAP database and the Password Server from being initially replicated.”
4. Page 47, 1st Bullet: Change “…you’re doing this on the server without any DNS system on the network,…”
5. Page 63, under Xserve RAID: Change “…possible capacity of 5.6 Terabytes…”.
6. Page 93, Tip, last sentence: Change to read “…users that are part of a the third party directory can have their preferences managed by Mac OS X Server Management tools.”
7. Page 94: Remove sentence “Also, global user authentication policies (covered later in this chapter) can’t be implemented on an account with a shadow password.”
8. Page 110, 2nd column, 2nd paragraph, 2nd sentence: Change sentence to read, “The currently available GUI services are Apple Filing Protocol, FTP, and Mail server,…”.
9. Page 119, end of last sentence: Add “or mail aliases” to read, “…they desire for authentication or mail aliases.”
10. Page 187, 2nd column, at end of “Enable strict locking”: Add the sentence, “This is useful when working with AFP sharing.”
11. Page 260, 1st column, 2nd paragraph, 1st sentence: Change, “… DNS record for it, because the mail server won’t allow SMTP services unless it can resolve its own IP address to a registered DNS name. If you don’t…” to read, “DNS record for it, because this is often considered a best practice. If you don’t…”
12. Page 266, 2nd column, 2nd paragraph, last sentence: Remove the sentence, “One way to combat this problem is to change the default SMTP relay settings for your server by using a relay filter.”
13. Pages 267, Tips, 3rd bullet and 269, Tips, 2nd bullet: Remove “Any mail account hosted on your server can relay through the server without authentication. For this reason…” Start the sentence “You should use SMTP…”
14. Page 294, 1st Tip: Change “…SSL settings are configured…” to “…SSL settings can be configured…”.
15. Page 303: Remove 3rd Tip, “Mac OS X Server currently doesn’t support very secure authentication for Web site access. If security is a concern, you should avoid using authenticated Web site access.”
16. Page 306: Remove 3rd Tip, “Mac OS X Server doesn’t currently support very secure authentication for WebDAV access. If security is a concern, you should avoid using WebDAV access.”

17. Page 309, 1st sentence: Remove the word “Java”.

18. Page 376, 1st paragraph, last sentence: Change “…image mode disables shadow files…” to read “…image mode disables local shadow files…”

19. Page 419, 2nd column, 2nd bullet: Remove last sentence “Most managed preferences follow this override rule.”

20. Page 425, 2nd column, 2nd Tip: Change “won’t” to “might not”.